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The Continuous Line
A Primer

Technique 1- Stitching the continuous line using a template

Print the paper template.

Trace the paper template onto something clear.

Draw a vertical center line on the fabric where you want the center line
of your continuous line to fall.

Hoop for the first design, keeping the vertical marks of your hoop aligned
with the line you drew on the fabric. Stitch the first design.

Place the alignment mark on the clear template on top of the alignment
mark of the design you just stitched.

Draw cross-hairs on your fabric, using the cross-hairs on your template
as a guide.

Thank you for attending the Line ‘Em Up Class, from Sew-
Expo 2022.

This document is provided as a
place to write your thoughts and ideas, a place to

jot down inspiration, future projects and
techniques you want to try.

Also included is a list of the designs shown in the class
and how to find them on our website.

I hope you enjoy the class.

Feel free to contact me at

bobbibullard@gmail.com

If you find the class useful, sign up for my mailing list to
be notified about classes I give on-line, new products and

sales.

Click here to sign up.

Bobbi Bullard

www.bullarddesigns.com

https://bullarddesigns.com/pages/get-emails-from-us
https://bullarddesigns.com/pages/get-emails-from-us
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Hoop the fabric making sure the center line on the fabric matches the
center vertical marks on the hoop, and the marks you noted in the
previous step line up.

Shift your design around in the hoop so the first stitch is in the center of
the alignment mark on the first stitch-out.

Technique 3- The endless hoop

Use techniques from technique 2, “Continuous lines without a template.”

Technique 4-Continuous lines from your own designs with a template

Print the paper template. (Note, there will be no alignment marks but
there will be cross-hairs to trace.)

Trace the paper template onto something clear.

Draw a vertical center line on the fabric.

Hoop for next design, matching drawn horizontal cross-hairs with
horizontal center marks on the hoop. Match the vertical marks on the
hoop with the line you originally drew on the fabric.

Stitch another stitch-out of your design.

Repeat these steps until your design is the desired length.

Technique 2- Stitching the continuous line without a template

Draw a center line on the fabric.

Stitch first design. While fabric is still hooped, notice where the top of
the design hits the hoop. You might want to mark your hoop with an
easily removed marker.

While fabric is still in the hoop, note where the bottom of the design is on
the fabric.

.

Remove fabric from the hoop. Move fabric so the noted stitched mark on
the bottom of the last stitch-out aligns with the place you noted on the
top of the hoop.
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Technique 5-Continuous lines from your own designs in the software

In your editing software:

Open your design. Copy it and paste the design so you have 2
iterations of the design.

Merge (add in) the alignment mark design.

Make your 2 copies of your design and line them up so they are
spaced vertically in a pleasing manner. Use the horizontal center
command in your software so the designs are centered left to right.

Place the alignment mark between the two designs. Make sure all are
centered horizontally. In the section of your software showing the
order of stitching, arrange your designs so the order is: first design,
alignment mark, second design.

Select all 3 pieces, (the 2 designs and the alignment mark). Use the
space equally command on the 3 pieces.

Copy and paste alignment mark so you have 2 copies of it. Make sure
the new alignment mark is exactly on top of the initial one.

Hoop for the first design, making sure the vertical center line you drew
matches the vertical center marks on your hoop. Stitch first design.

Place your clear template so the design drawn on the clear template is
lined up with the first, stitched design in a pleasing manner. (The vertical
cross-hairs of your template should be on top of the vertical line drawn
on the fabric.)

Using the clear template as a guide, draw horizontal cross-hairs on the
fabric.

Hoop your fabric with the newest drawn cross-hairs lined up with the
center horizontal marks on your hoop and the line drawn on the fabric
lined up with the vertical center marks on your hoop.

Stitch the design again.

Repeat the steps until your line is desired length.



Save design to a new name.

Technique 6-The cut-edge continuous
design

Look for instructions in the book,

“Artful Machine Embroidery”.

Technique 7-The continuous line on a
curve

Use the techniques already
discussed for printing and tracing a
paper template to make a
transparent template. Arrange the design round the curve as desired.
Mark the cross-hairs on your fabric. Hoop, align the marks on the hoop
with the cross-hairs you have drawn.

Click on the bottom design and one of the alignment marks and move
the two so the design covers the top design.

Delete one of the two copies of the design.
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Point your phone or mobile device
at this QR code to go to the

webpage for the “Artful Machine
Embroidery” Book.

Check that the 3 designs left are in the stitching order, bottom
alignment mark, design, top alignment mark. If they’re not in this
order, re-order.

bugged cadeau swirleys

Crested Beaut 2

variations Dragon’s treasure chest

EntwinedFresh cut

William morris

All of the designs on this page are available on our
web page

point your camera at the square on the left and
activate the QR code ap or go to

https://bullarddesigns.com/collections/line-em-
up
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Confetti

Cutting edge

Fresh Cut

swirleys

Celebrations

beaddazzled

Dragon’s Treasure

chest

All of the designs on this page are available on
our web page

point your camera at the square on the left and
activate the QR code ap or go to

https://bullarddesigns.com/collections/line-
em-up
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